
This presentation explains how to integrate Microsoft Active Directory to enable LDAP 

authentication in the IBM InfoSphere® Master Data Management Collaboration Server.



Before going into details, there is some terminology you need to be aware of. The official 

name of the product referenced in this presentation is IBM InfoSphere Master Data 

Management Collaboration Server, referred to as MDMCS.

The term $TOP is an environment variable that points to the installation directory of the 

product.

LDAP refers to the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol and MSAD refers to the Microsoft 

Active Directory. 



This presentation explains how to integrate Microsoft Active Directory with MDMCS for LDAP 

user authentication through the product’s UI. 

This presentation does not cover detailed setup and configuration of Microsoft Active 

Directory or integration and configuration with other supported LDAP servers. 



This presentation assumes that you have a fully configured and working Microsoft Active 

Directory and MDMCS instance. 



This step is optional if you already have a root administrative user configured. However, it is 

good practice to have a specific root administrative user for the purposes of MDMCS 

administration and configuration. 

If you do not have an administrative user configured, add a user of type InetOrgPerson at the 

root of the domain. This user is used as the root user in the MDMCS LDAP lookup table 

‘Root Entry DN’ field. 



This step is optional if you already have an organization object.

If you do not have an organization object, create a new Organization by choosing a new 

Organizational Unit. This organization is used as a container to groups that are created to 

map MDMCS roles.



This step is optional if you already have Groups and Users. 

The first step is to create Groups. Create a new Group by selecting the newly created 

Organizational Unit and right click, choose a new Group and fill in the details. 

Create as many Group objects as necessary for all your users based on business needs and 

on the Roles that are created in MDMCS. Groups have a one-to-one relationship mapping to 

the MDMCS Roles. 

If there are no users, you can add users for the Organizational Unit. For example, here, the 

organizational unit is Support. 

Finally, based on business needs, assign users to a group. For example, if a user is assigned 

the role of NA then ensure this user is made a member of the NA Group in the MSAD 

administration. 

Once MSAD configuration is finished the setup contains an Organization Unit, Groups that 

map to MDMCS Roles and Users map to the LDAP users in the MDMCS UI. 



In order to enable MSAD users to login through the product’s UI, LDAP authentication needs 

to be enabled on the MDMCS server. 

To enable LDAP authentication, login through the product’s UI and access the Login Script 

through the Data Model Manager menu. Click Scripting, then click the Scripts Console menu. 

Click Edit and find the wpcOnlyAuthentication flag. Set it to false. Save the changes and exit 

the script. 



The next step is to configure an additional logger in order to have LDAP related messages 

written to the product’s logs. You need to add a category and appender for this LDAP logger 

in the $TOP/etc/default/log.xml. 

Browse to the $TOP/etc/default/log.xml file and open it. Add the appender and category 

shown here. Ensure you set the logger value to debug. Save all the changes and exit the file. 

In order for this change to take effect, restart the product’s application server. 

When troubleshooting LDAP issues the first place to review is the ldap.log, which is located 

in the $TOP/logs/appsvr_name directory. 



Create roles in MDMCS with the same name as the groups configured in the Microsoft Active 
Directory server whose members are to be authenticated. For example, add the role of NA, 
AP and EMEA as per the earlier image.



The final step is to add values in the MDMCS LDAP lookup table. You will need to provide 

details for the values described in this table. 



Displayed on this slide are the values for this configuration. In order to populate the LDAP 

lookup table you will need to click Product Manager, Lookup Tables and Lookup Table 

Console menu. Click the magnifying icon to the right of the row for LDAP Properties. 

Click the plus sign to add a row and enter the information as per the LDAP configurations 

from your Microsoft Active Directory server. 

Save all changes. 



LDAP users should now be able to login through the MCMCS UI.

There is no need to create the LDAP users in MDMCS. Once an LDAP user is able to login 

successfully, they are listed in the User Console. 



If you are having issues logging in, you can test whether the values entered for Root Entry 

DN can connect to the LDAP server and retrieve user information. 

Update and run the script in the sandbox. Look at the output to see if the information is 

correct and a connection can be made to the LDAP user. 



If LDAP users cannot login to MDMCS UI, you can review the LDAP log. The LDAP log is 

located under $TOP/logs/application server directory. The first thing to check is whether the 

root context is being retrieved. For example, the information entered in the Root Entry DN 

value in the LDAP lookup table may be incorrect. A message in the log stating ‘got root 

context’ indicates the information is correct. 

If the root context is being retrieved, perhaps the issue lies with retrieving user information. If 

so, the context for the specific user might be null, as displayed here. If users are not being 

retrieved and the root context is being established, there may be incorrect information in the 

LDAP lookup table values for User Parent DNs or Group Parent DNs.

Another log that can be helpful is svc.out. The svc.out log contains information such as first 

name, last name, email address and more. If users are able to login through the UI but are 

reporting some of those values as missing or incorrect, review the values in the LDAP lookup 

table for attributes for users. 



There are several third party tools that provide a graphical user interface to browse your 

LDAP directory. When configuring and troubleshooting LDAP issues, these tools can help 

identify if the values being entered in the MDMCS LDAP lookup table are valid or if proper 

values are being returned from the MS Active Directory server. 

JXExplorer will allow you to browse, search and modify your LDAP directory. Softerra LDAP 

Browser will allow a read only view of your LDAP directory unless you purchase Softerra 

LDAP Administrator. 



If you need assistance, contact your support provider. Be prepared to provide a detailed 
problem description, screen captures and the content from the pimSupport.sh script along 
with an approximate time stamp when the error occurred.



For reference, this slide displays links that you might find useful. 




